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Melvil Dewey was born on December 10, 1851 on the tenth
day of the tenth month.* To this fact I attribute the reason why Dewey
conceived his idea of using Arabic numerals decimally to mark the subjects of
books. I call this, happily, the "birthday theory." At this early hour you may
not embrace this theory. Perhaps you will find more to your liking the
"digital-clock-on-the-bar theory." Parched by a long prayer meeting, Dewey
repaired to a local tavern to restore his depleted spirits. While staring over his
beer at the digital clock on the bar, he conceived his decimal plan.
Fortunately, he had stared at the clock after one o'clock, but before ten, and
when the hour did not change. This theory has two known flaws: Dewey did
not drink, and digital clocks were not then found on bars or anywhere. I
sense your reluctance to embrace this theory as well. Nevertheless, there are
only two or three views regarding Dewey's conception that are better than the
"birthday theory" or the "digital-clock-on-the-bar theory." None has been
proposed that is worse, however, so I withdraw both.
*Roman calendar, of course.
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Before proposing what I think actually happened, let me first set the
historical situation and then review several other possible sources of Dewey's
idea. In the early 1870s Dewey was casting about for a career. After rejecting
several possible ones, he settled upon librarianship. He had faith that libraries
would become vitally important to the education of many Americans. He
suspected, however, that since libraries were not central to the process of
organized education, they would not receive a large share of the educational
budget. He knew that the best ways in which to husband the resources
available were through standardization and centralization. Then, in a survey
that he made of libraries in the Northeast, it became apparent to him that the
common method of shelf arrangement the fixed system in which a book was
assigned a number which fixed it in space was uneconomical. In other words,
in cataloging a work, each library assigned a locational number particular to
that library and subject to change when the library grew out of its original
place; of course, the same work was cataloged many, many times. To prevent
such unwise use of time and money, Dewey conceived his plan wherein the
subject of a book, which does not change, would be indicated by arabic
numerals used decimally, to the third digit if necessary, assuring easy
expansion of any subject and enabling a book to be located relative to the
rest of the collection. Its position was not absolute. Thus, renumbering an
item would not be necessary when the library grew beyond its physical limits.
Each digit at the "ones" level represented a class; each digit at the "tens"
level represented a subclass; and each digit at the "hundreds" level represented
a further level of subdivision.
It may appear that Dewey devised his scheme, or invented the decimal
plan, to facilitate and economize shelf arrangement not quite so. What he
actually did was to devise a method for a subject catalog, and the books of
the library stood on the shelves in the same order as they were found in the
subject catalog. His scheme had this dual purpose from the beginning. The
dual purpose, in fact, helps to explain the split personality that Dewey
Decimal Classification (DDC) users have had to live with for nearly a century.
DDC has attempted to provide currency and detail for the classified catalog,
and at the same time has attempted to provide stability and short numbers for
shelf arrangement.
Where did Dewey get his idea? Several proposals have been made. The
first that I wish to discuss has been made by John Maass. While Maass was
putting the final touches to his work on the Centennial Exhibition held in
Philadelphia in 1876, semi-serendipity intervened. He noticed a similarity
between Dewey's notation and that of the decimal notation used to arrange
the exhibits at the Centennial Exhibition, learned that the system used at the
exhibition was proposed before Dewey conceived his idea, suggested that
Dewey saw the proposal, and contends that Dewey was inspired by what he
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saw to conceive his decimal plan. This is possible, but not probable. The
notation of the system used at the exhibition, devised by William Phipps
Blake-a man of many parts-had Roman numerals I through X for the
departments (classes), within each of which were ten subdivisions numbered
1-10, 11-20, etc. Each of these in turn had 100 subdivisions numbered 1-100,
101-200, etc. It was most certainly a decimal system, but its notation was not
the sort that Dewey used, nor used in the manner to which we have become
accustomed; that is, a string of arabic numerals beyond a decimal point. Note
that in Blake's system the final class could have had the number X 100 1000.
(It could also have had just 1000.) Now since 1000 could belong only to 100,
and 100 only to 10 and 10 only to X, the notation was both hierarchical and
expressive of the content of a class. I do not see, however, how Dewey, whose
final class mark was 999, could have been led by Blake's notation to make the
mental leap to decimal subdivision by nines, the zero* being the general
number. And it is the uniform subdivision by nine that makes Dewey's
notation the elegant conception that it was: hierarchically expressive,
universally understood, and short-at any rate, shorter than X 100 1000.
Consequently, I think that Blake's notation was an unlikely link in Dewey's
chain of thought, even if Dewey had seen Blake's proposal, which is putative.
The second possible source was the one indicated by Dewey himself in
the preface to the first edition of DDC. In it he stated:
In his varied reading, correspondence, and conversation on the
subject, the author has doubtless received suggestions and gained ideas
which it is now impossible for him to acknowledge. Perhaps the most
fruitful source of ideas was the Nuovo Sistema di Catalogo Bibliograflco
Generate of Natale Battezzati, of Milan. Certainly he is indebted to this
system adopted by the Italian publishers in 1871, though he has copied
nothing from it. The plan of the St. Louis Public School Library and
that of the Apprentices' Library of New York, which in some respects
resemble his own, were not seen till all the essential features were
decided upon, though not given to the public. In filling the nine classes
of the scheme the inverted Baconian arrangement of the St. Louis
Library has been followed.
And perhaps the most fruitful source was not Battezzati's scheme,
whether it was adopted by the Italian publishers in 1871 or not. I suspect
that Battezzati's contribution regarding the DDC was to play the role of a red
herring. Nothing in his Nuovo Sistema, or in what the Italian publishers
adopted, could have provided even one mental molecule in the chain of
Dewey's thought. What Battezzati urged upon his fellow booksellers was a
system wherein several catalog cards would accompany a new work, these to
be used for various bookseller catalogs a sort of Books in Print on cards. The
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cards for the subject catalog would be color-coded: white for religion, yellow
for law, green for the sciences and arts, red for belles-lettres, and blue for
history. The structure of the classification that Battezzati used was pure
Brunet, the notation a mixture of Roman and arabic numerals and lowercase
letters. For instance, V lla indicated history-bibliography; IV 6a indicated
belles-lettres-philology. Battezzati's suggestion was actually a step in the
process that has advanced as far as our current Cataloging-In-Publication. What
Dewey was indebted to Battezzati for was the idea of title-slips, slips of paper
possessing catalog copy for the work in hand and to be found with the book
when it arrived at a library. He was not indebted to Battezzati for any aspect
of the DDC.
If there were an identifiable outside source or sources of Dewey's idea
(indeed, he could have done it solo) I believe it to have been in either or both
of the men referred to after Battezzati in the above acknowledgment: William
Torrey Harris of the St. Louis Public School Library and Jacob Schwartz of
the Apprentices' Library of New York. From Harris, Dewey drew the
structure of the DDC more on this matter later. As Harris employed arabic
numerals 1-100 to mark his classes and major subclasses, Dewey may have
drawn his decimal idea from him. That is doubtful, however, for history was
79, and British history 93. What Dewey did not see in Harris's notation was
the use of arabic numerals to subdivide a subject by nine. This, however, he
did see in Schwartz's Catalogue of the New York Apprentices' Library.
Schwartz had used capital letters for his classes and 0-9 for the subdivisions of
each, being used for the general number of each class, 1-9 for subdivisions.
I suggest that Dewey saw Schwartz's catalog before he conceived his
own decimal idea, probably during his survey of library practice or during his
perusal of library catalogs. Dewey said that he had not seen Schwartz's work,
as indicated in the above quotation. Schwartz did not believe Dewey, and a
decade later attacked him unmercifully for this very reason. I have been told
that Harris, or his relatives, did not believe Dewey either, but I have not seen
hard proof of this. Nevertheless, I am inclined toward disbelief.
These, then, are three proposals regarding the source of Dewey's idea.
Until his secret diary is found and translated, we will each have to choose the
proposal most congenial to our several natures.
On May 8, 1873, Dewey submitted his plan to the Library Committee
of Amherst College, and it was accepted. Dewey was to produce 200 catalogs
arranged by his system for use by the students and faculty of the college, the
first fifty being for editorial proof. Having a notation and a means of
subdivision, but no system, Dewey then cast about for one. He did not have
to look far; he already had in mind the system he wanted to use. On the day
after his plan was accepted, he wrote Harris for a copy of the catalog of the
St. Louis Public School Library, a description of which Dewey had seen in
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Harris's article in Journal of Speculative Philosophy, and the structure of
which he eventually used for the DDC.
For longer than they should have, scholars reported that Harris merely
inverted the Baconian triad of history, poesy, and philosophy which Bacon
had considered the three departments of learning that had developed from the
three faculties of man's mind, namely memory, imagination, and reason and
then expanded his scheme upon the resulting structure. That is an accurate
statement of the sequence of events, but it does not explain why Harris did
what he did. In the introduction to his catalog, Harris wrote that Bacon was
on to a good thing, but not for the reasons given by Bacon. To Harris, the
three categories did not represent departments of learning at all, but rather
they represented the three forms that literature can take upon a subject. (You
might prefer the term mode instead ofform.) Harris then analyzed the three
modes, or forms, into classes which were for the most part fields of study.
The classes and subclasses were assigned arabic numerals through 100
apparently on the basis of literary warrant and without regard for hierarchical
expression: 79 for history, 93 for British history. The overall order of his
scheme reflected Harris's Hegelian definition of the world as seen through
man's eyes. As this view provides the skeleton of Dewey's scheme, let me
summarize it. First there are the three modes of dealing with a subject: the
scientific, in which conscious system prevails; the artistic, in which
unconscious system prevails; and the historical, in which system, if any can be
said to exist, results from a concatenation of time and place. Within these
three modes the contents of books their subject-matterdetermine the
structure of the classification. The three modes unfold in the following way to
produce the total Hegelian view.
Science unfolds into philosophy, the source of system for all other fields
and the most general field of study. Theology, the science of the absolute,
and the ultimate field of study of philosophy, comes next. (Religion, which is
not scientific but is tributary to theology, is included in theology.) As man
achieves his most spiritual role within his society and in relation to the state,
the social and political sciences are logically the next fields of study. The
political sciences are jurisprudence (in which society puts constraints upon the
individual), and politics (in which the individual reacts against the constraints
of law, thereby producing perhaps an instance for an alteration of the
practical will). The social sciences are political economy (whereby in
combination man gains ascendancy over nature and uses it for his ends), and
education (by which man is initiated into the society's modus operandi).
Placed at the end of the social and political sciences is philology since it is the
result of self-conscious thought, a society's best record of itself, and the
connecting, link between the spiritual and the natural.
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The natural sciences now follow, and these are followed by the useful
arts. The first unfold the laws of nature; the next apply them to social uses.
The point of transition between the two fields is medicine part science, part
art, and all expensive. This brings to an end the subjects whose major mode of
treatment is the scientific.
The second major mode is the artistic. Art unfolds into the fine arts:
architecture, sculpture, drawing and painting, engraving, lithography, photo-
graphy, collections of pictures, and music. These are followed by poetry,
prose fiction, and the last of the artistic forms, literary miscellany. Although
this ends the subjects whose major mode of treatment is the artistic, the
number of works actually are neither few nor brief.
The final mode is the historical history. History is comprised of
geography and travels, civil history, and biography and correspondence.
Heraldry and genealogy fall here. Harris did append to his catalog a class for
works which treated subjects falling in several classes. Within this Appendix,
which is what he called it, Harris placed collections, cyclopedias, and
periodicals several of the items that fell in Dewey's own generalia class. You
no doubt can perceive the structure of the DDC falling within Harris's world
view, and hence we see the apparently strange position of language and the
reason for the distance between the social sciences and history, the 300s and
the 900s. I suspect that the philosophical underpinning of the DDC has
contributed considerably to its success. I suspect also that no private detective
can be hired to confirm my suspicion.
Comprised of a preface of eight pages, tables of twelve pages, and an
index of eighteen pages, the first edition of DDC appeared in 1876. Dewey set
the number of copies at 1,000 a far cry from the 200 that he had been
allowed to produce. The figure is, I think, not inaccurate. Dewey had run an
extra "edition" beyond what he had been allowed, and it was published by
Ginn and Heath. There were standard subdivisions at the general numbers for
the classes. "Divide like" was used for geographical subdivisions, although the
process itself was not yet called that. The index was called the "Subject
Index" and indexed terms in the tables and often subjects outside the tables.
For instance, North Carolina appeared in the index, although not in the
tables. Even though it was not called "relative," the index was already
behaving in that manner and that was to add to the success of the DDC. For
instance, one found moths at 595 and 646; maternity at 136 and 618;
tobacco at 615, 178, and 633 yet not one of these terms appeared anywhere
in the tables. Dewey said of the index in his preface: "Most names of
countries, towns, animals, plants, minerals, diseases, &c., have been omitted,
the aim being to furnish an Index of Subjects on which books are written,
and not a Gazetteer or a Dictionary of all the nouns in the language." From
that day on the index was on a collision course to that distant time when it
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would no longer be possible to provide an "Index of Subjects on which books
are written" because there would be too many subjects.
In addition to the DDC's intellectual cohesion, simple notation, stability,
and helpful index, there were events and conditions that contributed
substantially to its success in the next decade: (1) it was elaborately
described in the U.S. Bureau of Education's Public Libraries in the United
*J
States of America and discussed at the 1876 Philadelphia Conference of
Librarians; (2) it was one of the few systems available to the public and was
the only one advertised in the Library Journal; (3) as one of the editors of the
Library Journal (and because of his increasingly important position in
American librarianship), Dewey was able to further the progress of the
DDC-for instance, marking DDC numbers on the title-slips mentioned above;
and (4) lastly, although not the least of all the reasons, Dewey had the
opportunity to expand the DDC.
During the years preceding the publication of the second edition, Dewey
developed his scheme first at Wellesley and then at Columbia College with the
assistance of Walter Stanley Biscoe and other scholars. (I must say a few
words about Biscoe: he was Dewey's henchman from their days at Amherst
until Dewey's death in 1931, and he was the theoretician of the DDC for
most of this period. Many important classificatory decisions were made by
him.) The second edition appeared in 1885. Its introduction was much fuller,
having expanded from eight to twenty-four pages, with approximately thirty
additional pages of explanations. There were a great many relocations and
much reusing of numbers. To prevent the suspicion that succeeding editions
would contain equally unsettling amounts of change, Dewey wrote:
"Librarians making the necessary changes for the revised edition need not fear
that a series of editions have begun each of which will call for suchQ
changes.' He kept his word. Although there would be great expansion upon
the numbers of the second edition in the years ahead, there would be very
few changes that would result in changed meanings of numbers. This policy is
called integrity of numbers or stability of numbers. It was to be the guiding
principle of the DDC for three-quarters of a century.
In the second edition I will not catalog the changes of subsequent
editions standard subdivisions, then called form divisions, were applied to
subdivisions of classes. "Divide like" had become a standard procedure and
part of the classifier's language. The Relativ Index was named this for the first
time, and so spelled no final "e." Simplified spelling began in this edition. It
was to grow steadily worse as subsequent editors increased its use in the
mistaken assumption that it was what Dewey desired. In fact, Dewey did
desire it, but he also desired international use of the DDC, and the
increasingly atrocious simplified spelling was a decided impediment to this
goal. Notes were many and useful. The decimal point appeared. It had not
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been used in the first edition. (A period had been used above the base line to
indicate that the next digit indicated either size or accession number within
that class or both. For instance, 973.4.18 would represent the eighteenth
work on the quarto shelf for American History. It seems that Joseph Lamed
of the Young Men's Association Library of Buffalo was the person responsible
for the convention of the decimal after the third digit.) There were now
geographical and period subdivisions. There were tables at the end of the
volume: one listed subjects divided geographically, one was a list of numbers
of the various languages, and the last was a list of the subject divisions of
languages. Here was the first auxiliary table, although it was not so called. The
index had grown from 2,000 to 10,000 entries. Topics subdivided in the
tables were in bold type. Dewey wrote of the index, "This Subject Index is
the most important feature of the system." He may even have believed that.
Certainly, though, librarians inexpert in a field could place a book reasonably
well with the assistance of the index. It was a godsend to the librarian who
did not know everything.
The second edition was to the first as the chicken is to the egg. The egg
is indispensable and holds the promise of a chicken. The first edition was
promising; the second edition was the promise fulfilled. I do not think I
overstate the case when I say that the second edition of the DDC was the
premier achievement in the development of American library classification.
During the years of development of the DDC up until 1951 the date of
publication of the fifteenth edition there was a steady acceptance of the
DDC at home and abroad. By development I mean only that the DDC
expanded upon its second edition structure. There was little structural change;
it simply grew. New editions came when old ones had been sold or when
there was enough new material to justify bringing out a new edition. During
the period of growth, certain events took place and certain people became
involved; both were important to the development of the DDC and I wish
now to turn to a discussion of them.
To begin, in the late 1880s May Seymour became editor of the DDC.
Dewey and W.S. Biscoe had been responsible for editing it through the first
three editions. During Seymour's editorship, from the late 1880s through
1921 (the fourth through the eleventh editions) the DDC doubled in size.
From 1921 through 1938, during the editorship of her understudy Dorkas
Fellows, (the twelfth through the fourteenth editions) the DDC again doubled
in size. I mention the growth in size because I wish to call attention to the
achievement in classification of these two relatively unsung women. Still, as
formidable as their achievement was in classification, each also found time to
accomplish major undertakings. Seymour was Dewey's right-hand woman for
more than three decades, and was the major figure in the first ALA list of
books for libraries; Fellows compiled one of the best sets of cataloging rules.
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At Lake Placid Club, where for many years the editorial work was done,
Seymour was known as the "specialist in omniscience," Fellows as the
"walking encyclopedia" both were fitting characterizations.
In 1896 growth of an international branch from the main trunk of the
DDC began. At that time Paul Otlet conceived a plan to compile a universal
bibliography to be arranged by a decimal system, preferably a somewhat
modified DDC. He asked for and gained Dewey's permission to translate the
DDC into French, making a few changes in religion, the social sciences, and
technology. This was the beginning of an occasionally fruitful but usually
frustrating relationship between the DDC and the family of decimal
classifications fathered by Dewey but adopted and fostered by Otlet. The
major members of the family have been the Classification decimate and the
Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), an English translation of the French
translation. The UDC is discussed elsewhere in this volume. Nevertheless, I do
want to point out here that the French and American editions had drifted
apart on the meaning of some numbers and that Seymour and Fellows were
directed to reach concordance between the editions through the third digit.
They never quite achieved this, but a good many small yet useful
modifications in the DDC took place because of the attempt to reach
concordance.
At about the same time as Otlet began his work, an important event did
not take place. In 1899 Charles Martel of the Library of Congress (LC)
approached Dewey and asked whether the DDC could be revised within a year
so that it could be used as the classification scheme for the Library of
Congress. The necessary revision included updating the sciences and
technology classes, moving the social sciences nearer to history, and moving
language nearer to literature. (J.C.M. Hanson, then head of the catalog
department of LC, had just come from the University of Wisconsin where
Cutter's Expansive Classification was used, and he wanted a classification the
structure of which was much like Cutter's.) Dewey's promise of little change
in the meaning of numbers that he had made in the second edition, his
agreement to the French translation of the DDC and, more importantly,
Martel's demand of great change in too short a period one year made the
suggestion unacceptable to Dewey. I think that Hanson and Martel forced
Dewey to refuse.
In memory of May Seymour, who had died in 1921, and as he himself
was nearing the end of his life, Dewey signed all copyrights of the DDC in
1924 over to the Lake Placid Club Education Foundation, fully expecting the
foundation to continue publishing the DDC. In 1933 Forest Press was
incorporated, its primary role being to see that the DDC was published. The
foundation also set up an internal committee to oversee development. Until
his death in 1931, Dewey dominated anything connected with the DDC. After
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his death his second wife, Emily, was in charge of the committee, but she was
clearly incapable of dealing with classification matters, and Dorkas Fellows
determined the course of the DDC through her. It was at this time that the
American Library Association again attempted to formalize an arrangement
whereby librarians could have some input into the development and
continuation of the DDC. The ALA quite simply wanted to see to it that the
interests of the profession were made known to the foundation. (I say "again"
for there had been during World War I an ALA committee called the Decimal
Classification Advisory Committee, whose job it was to see that the interests
of the profession were met. There were excellent people on the advisory
committee, such as Clement Andrews of the John Crerar Library and Dorkas
Fellows, to name only two. The advisory committee eventually ceased to
function primarily because it was not making much of an impact on the
DDC's course of development.)
The new committee's name made a three-line entry on a catalog card:
American Library Association Committee on Cooperation with the Lake
Placid Club Education Foundation Committee on the Decimal Classification.
This committee was soon replaced by the Decimal Classification Committee,
which was comprised of three members each from ALA and from the
foundation, and was chaired by Milton Ferguson, director of the Brooklyn
Public Library and a former president of ALA. The committee's purpose was
to oversee the development of the DDC, and in one form or another it has
done so to the present day. It is now called the Decimal Classification
Editorial Policy Committee.
In 1938 Dorkas Fellows died, but not before she had done much of the
work of expanding the fourteenth edition. Replacing her was Constantin
Mazney, a cataloger from the University of Michigan. Myron Getchell, the
man who was Fellows's choice to replace her and who had fully expected to
gain the position, remained on in a subordinate capacity in order that the
"apostolic succession" the experiential link to the past not be broken.
Mazney and Getchell finished the work on the fourteenth edition, which was
published in 1942 and was nearly 2,000 pages long. For the most part it was
a giant second edition. Many still consider it the best edition ever. Just after it
was published, Mazney was fired for a variety of reasons mainly inefficiency.
Getchell, considered by those who appointed the editor to be timid and
ineffectual, was passed over for a second time. He then resigned, and "apos-
tolic succession" was broken. There was no longer anyone at the editorial
level who knew the old ways, or the reasons for them.
During most of the 1930s and 1940s there was an unremitting but
fruitless search for an editor: Fellows had come to the end of her career;
Mazney had proven incapable; and Getchell was unacceptable. The major
reason why someone could not be found was that the foundation was
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unwilling to pay a wage commensurate with the talent and education requisite
for a successful editorship. What then transpired has led to an unhappy period
for library classification.
In the late 1920s, Dewey, his son Godfrey, and Dorkas Fellows had
concluded that there should be three editions, or three levels, in the DDC
family: (l)a bibliographic edition to handle documentation, (2) a library
edition for shelf arrangement of libraries of medium size (or larger if the
bibliographic edition was not used for this purpose in the larger libraries), and
(3) an abridged edition for the smaller libraries and for library schools. Ten
years later the Decimal Classification Committee decided that the fifteenth
edition would be the library edition defined above, and by osmosis it came to
be called the "standard edition." It was to have all of its classes expanded and
then cut back to four, or five, or six digits, whatever was appropriate for a
given class for numbering books for shelf arrangement *for libraries of a
medium size. The main reason for the tremendous expansion in the fourteenth
edition was that it was the first step in preparing for the library, or standard,
edition.
Although no one could be found for the editorship, someone now had
to be found to ensure that the editorial office made progress toward the
fifteenth edition. What appeared then to be an appropriate course of action
was taken: a director of the editorial office was appointed Esther Potter of
the Brooklyn Public Library (a close friend of Milton Ferguson, chairman of
the Decimal Classification Committee). Her experience was not in classifi-
cation, and consequently it was not believed that she had the ability to be
editor, although she was given the charge to find one if she could. She was
also given the charge to find out what librarians desired in the way of a
"standard edition," the official view, given above, already being known. This
she set out to do and many dollars later concluded that librarians wanted an
up-to-date scheme with short numbers. (Note that this was not what the
original library edition was to have been short numbers, yes, but on the old
structure.) She attempted to provide this but proved incapable of doing so.
Then, in order to bring the fifteenth edition out as soon as possible Potter's
travels and the editorial staffs work having consumed the available
funds Milton Ferguson was sent to Washington to finish the edition. He did
so and finished just about everything else in the process.
The fifteenth edition appeared in 1951 and was an almost unmitigated
disaster. It was not the edition it was intended to be. The libraries for which
it was intended could not use it in fact, two-thirds of all users could not use
it alone, and recourse to an earlier edition was necessary. Although it was 700
pages in length, it was actually only one-tenth to one-fifth the conceptual size
of the fourteenth edition; that is, it had only one-tenth to one-fifth as many
entries. Ferguson had literally eviscerated the DDC. It was far too abbreviated;
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there was no provision for building numbers; the meanings of many heavily
used numbers had been changed. The index had been compiled by someone
from another part of the government, and did not work well which would
have been the case no matter who had made it, for the tables had been
denuded of up to 90 percent of their contents. A revised fifteenth edition was
hurried into print, but about all it managed to do was use up a good deal of
what little money and goodwill were left.
Did anything good come out of it? Yes: the atrocious simplified spelling
had been almost shed; the format was elegant for the first time; a great deal
of deadwood had been eliminated; and a few areas, such as sociology, had
been improved. But this little good did not begin to compensate for the great
evil done. The worst effect was that Forest Press could not finance the
sixteenth edition, although I admit that defections to the Library of Congress
Classification and a loss of belief in the usefulness of the DDC for shelf
arrangement may have been the worst effects.
At this crucial point in the history of the DDC the Library of Congress
was approached through the American Library Association in the hopes that
the library would assist in financing the next edition, for without substantial
assistance the DDC would founder long before the sixteenth edition could be
prepared. The library agreed to help. The arrangement to produce the
sixteenth edition, in which costs were shared by LC and Forest Press, began in
January 1954. In the bargain that was made, the library gained the power to
appoint the editor. Its first appointee to the editorship was David Haykin, the
first person to direct the assigning of DDC numbers to LC cards and a subject
heading specialist at LC.
At this time another ALA committee, the Special Advisory Committee
on the Decimal Classification, was formed to assist the editor and the
Editorial Policy Committee in producing the sixteenth edition. It was actually
constituted at the request of Godfrey Dewey, who was a member of the
governing board of the Lake Placid Club Education Foundation and who
thought that the editor and the Editorial Policy Committee could use all the
expertise that could be marshaled. Unsaid was his desire to see that another
fifteenth edition did not occur.
At all times a majority of the advisory committee's members was of the
integrity-of-numbers camp. This group desired a return to the line of
development of the first fourteen editions and a return to the meanings of the
numbers of the fourteenth edition, from which the fifteenth edition had often
strayed. On the other hand, David Haykin was of the keeping-pace-with-
knowledge camp. Members of this group, which included most of his staff and
a minority of the advisory committee, desired to have the structure of the
DDC reflect the current view of knowledge. Whereas the conservative
integrity-of-numbers camp would have new subjects placed in the old
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structure, the progressive keeping-pace-with-knowledge camp would redo the
old structure and provide one better fit to accommodate new and old
subjects. Haykin assumed that the progressive steps taken in the fifteenth
edition were to continue. The advisory committee assumed that the line of
the first fourteen editions was to continue in the sixteenth. If the advisory
committee were taken seriously most of them are not a showdown between
Haykin and the committee was inevitable. The stature of the committee's ap-
pointees and, more importantly, the sheer force of its chairman Janet Dickson
gave its opinions the weight necessary for an honest hearing. Its opinion was that
Haykin was changing too much and he had to stop. The showdown occurred in
1956.
When the smoke cleared, Haykin had resigned to return to another post
in the Library of Congress. Thus, it was assured that the sixteenth edition
would be primarily a return to the line of development of the first fourteen
editions. To replace Haykin, LC appointed Benjamin Custer, head of technical
services of the Detroit Public Library, who had demonstrated the requisite
general ability and who possessed a conciliatory ability in the degree necessary
to bring the sixteenth edition to a successful conclusion and all concerned to
a smiling state. This he and Julia Pressey, head of the section that assigned
DDC numbers to LC cards, did supremely well.
The sixteenth edition was published in 1958 and it vies with the
fourteenth in being generally successful and widely respected. It was, in fact, a
phenomenal success and much nearer to the idea of the library, or standard,
edition discussed earlier. Although physically larger than the fourteenth
edition, it had about one-half the number of entries. It was attractive, easy to
use and, as Frances Hinton, the current chairman of the Editorial Policy
Committee, said of it, it fit like an old slipper. Furthermore, the fifteenth
edition had been no competition, the fourteenth was no longer available, and
librarianship was riding an ascending spoke of the wheel of fortune. Custer did
manage to insert a good deal of new material in the sixteenth edition, and he
did some restructuring as well in chemistry at 546 and 547, the sort of thing
that had not been allowed in the first fourteen editions. The sixteenth had
more of the past in it than it did the present, but I think we should look
upon it as the last of the old DDC line and the first of the new modern line.
At the time, of course, it was perceived as being a return to what was known
and accepted, which indeed it was in part. The view of the conservative
librarian when it is not necessary to change, it is necessary not to
change had prevailed, and such librarians were happy that the various subjects
of their collections were not dispersed by a new view of knowledge.
Since the following paper will deal with the seventeenth and eighteenth
editions, I do not wish to proceed much further. I am constrained, however,
to add two more paragraphs which belong to the thread of this discussion.
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By the time the seventeenth edition was published in 1965, a stunning
reversal of fundamental policy had taken place. No longer was integrity of
numbers the guiding principle; keeping pace with knowledge was. Custer was
by nature a progressive as far as classification was concerned. It would have
been folly, however, for him to do anything other than what he was
instructed to do for the sixteenth edition that is, to return to the line of the
first fourteen editions. The success of the sixteenth edition, on the other
hand, added the dimension of success to his stature, and he was able to
convince the Editorial Policy Committee that the future is longer than the
past and that the DDC's structure should change when reason sees the need
for change. This policy has continued to the present; the phoenix schedules
and the new index are results of it.
The seventeenth edition was not, predictably, a successful edition. There
had been too much change, and librarians who had applauded the sixteenth
edition were bitterly disappointed. The idea of classifying by discipline, in
which a subject is classed in the discipline in which it is used for study,
caused no little difficulty in classfying. The new index, a radical departure
from previous practice, received a hostile reception. The index was like a pair
of magic shoes that carried the classifier much farther than a normal pair of
shoes, but which pinched every step of the way. It proved so unacceptable, in
fact, that at great cost to Forest Press, a revised index modeled on the old
lines was prepared and distributed free to purchasers of the original index. In
fairness it should be said that the original index did not have the time spent
on it that it should have had, and that the index to the eighteenth edition is a
better example of what the new index can do. On the credit side were many
good internal improvements, the development of auxiliary tables, and the
continued, now more obvious, movement toward making the DDC a modern
library classification which it is now becoming, to most people's satisfaction.
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